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Self-Esteem and Meaning 1985-06-30 self esteem not only does it affect our identity and values but also our feelings
and actions in a variety of circumstances yet after years of investigation little of practical value has been learned
about its nature self esteem and meaning brings a new approach to the study of self esteem it presents case studies
based on extended interviews with middle and working class individuals weaving together the subjects frank and often
poignant accounts of their own lives are the author s observations on the linguistic and semiotic principles that
reveal the coherence and meaningfulness of these accounts the book also contributes to the methodological effort to
develop a humanistic yet rigorous social science those interested in the structure of meaning and the nature of self
will find it of value in addition the book provides an enlightening discussion of the interview method
Self-Esteem 2013-11-11 summarizing and integrating the major empirical research of the past twenty years this volume
presents a thorough review of the subject with a special focus on what sets people with low self esteem apart from
others as the subject is central to the understanding of personality mental health and social adjustment this work
will be appreciated by professionals and advanced students in the fields of personality social clinical and
organizational psychology
Self Esteem 1975 overcoming app now available via itunes and the google play store a thoroughly enjoyable read and i
would recommend trainee therapists read it also as it will increase your understanding of the treatment of low self
esteem babcp magazine low self esteem can make life difficult in all sorts of ways it can make you anxious and
unhappy tormented by doubts and self critical thoughts it can get in the way of feeling at ease with other people and
stop you from leading the life you want to lead it makes it hard to value and appreciate yourself in the same way you
would another person you care about melanie fennell s acclaimed and bestselling self help guide will help you to
understand your low self esteem and break out of the vicious circle of distress unhelpful behaviour and self
destructive thinking using practical techniques from cognitive behavioural therapy cbt this book will help you learn
the art of self acceptance and so transform your sense of yourself for the better specifically you will learn how low
self esteem develops and what keeps it going how to question your negative thoughts and the attitudes that underlie
them how to identify your strengths and good qualities for a more balanced kindly view of yourself overcoming self
help guides use clinically proven techniques to treat long standing and disabling conditions both psychological and
physical many guides in the overcoming series are recommended under the reading well books on prescription scheme
Overcoming Low Self-Esteem, 2nd Edition 2016-10-06 boost your self esteem and truly believe that you are perfectly
awesome looking to get your hands on some more self esteem you re not alone thankfully self esteem for dummies
presents clear innovative and compassionate methods that help you identify the causes of low self esteem as well the
lowdown on the consequences packed with trusted hands on advice to help you improve your overall self worth self
esteem for dummies arms you with the proven tools and techniques for learning how to think and behave with more self
assurance at work in social situations and even in relationships self esteem is shaped by your thoughts relationships
and experiences when you were growing up your successes failures and how you were treated by your family teachers
coaches religious authorities and peers determined how you feel about yourself but you can shift your thinking and
reclaim your self worth with the help of self esteem for dummies helps you understand the ranges of self esteem and
the benefits of promoting self esteem arms you with the tools to learn how to think and behave with more self
assurance covers the importance of mental wellbeing assertiveness resilience and more shows you how to improve your
self image increase personal power and feel better about yourself if you re looking to boost your sense of self worth
self esteem for dummies sets you on the path to a more confident awesome you
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Self-Esteem For Dummies 2015-01-27 dr mruk has produced a highly readable new edition of his original work on an
often misunderstood psychological construct self esteem mruk s view that self esteem is a critically important
influence on psychological adjustment and quality of life is now an accepted tenet in personality theory lack of self
esteem is frequently a precursor to depression suicidal behavior and other personality disorders nonetheless the
clinical diagnosis of self esteem problems has lacked the basis of an overarching theory dr mruk s comprehensive
analysis distills the literature on self esteem into practical and reliable treatment methods for both clinicians and
researchers the new edition contains updated research and current terms and addresses the self esteem backlash he
concludes with worksheets and detailed guidelines for conducting self esteem building workshops added features
include major theories of self esteem chapter on the new positive psychology 150 new references dr mruk has developed
a writing style that is successfully oriented toward both academic and clinical audiences in the areas of counseling
education nursing psychology and social work thus providing much needed information for teachers students and
practicing clinicians in a clear concise way
Self-Esteem Research, Theory, and Practice 2006-05-09 with love and self respect anyone can ascend above normalcy and
grasp success with the family the congregation the office and more
How to Win with High Self-Esteem 1995 research and theory on self esteem have flourished in recent years this
resurgence has produced multiple perpectives on fundamental issues surrounding the nature of self esteem and its role
in psychological functioning and interpersonal processes self esteem issues and answers brings together these various
perspectives in a unique format the book is divided into five sections section i focuses on core issues pertaining to
the conceptualization and assesment of self esteem and when self esteem is optimal section ii concentrates on the
determinants development and modifiability of self esteem section iii examines the evolutionary significance of self
esteem and its role in psychological processes and therapeutic settings section iv explores the social relational and
cultural significance of self esteem finally section v considers future directions for self esteem researchers
practitioners parents and teachers this volume offers a wealth of perspectives from prominent researchers from
different areas of psychology each expert contributor was asked to focus his or her chapter on a central self esteem
issue three or four experts addressed each question the result is that self esteem issues and answers provides a
comprehensive sourcebook of current perspectives on a wide range of central self esteem issues
Self-Esteem Issues and Answers 2013-04-15 recent years have seen a surprising shift concerning the concept of self
esteem with some researchers attacking the notion of self esteem as being of little value or too difficult to study
educators emphasized self esteem s importance in schools to the extent that sometimes it became more important than
academic performance and a parade of overly simple and ineffective self help books promote the importance of self
esteem but seldom deliver real change coming to the defense of self esteem as a valuable and measurable component of
good mental health feeling good by doing good offers a new evidence based approach to defining understanding and
increasing what is known as authentic self esteem translating decades of research in the fields of self esteem
humanistic psychology positive psychology and psychotherapy into everyday terms christopher mruk traces the
definition of self esteem back to when it was first used to describe the value of doing that which is both just and
right seen this way self esteem is not just feeling good about oneself rather it comes from facing life s challenges
in ways that demonstrate one s competence and worth as a person this approach to self esteem offers several new and
powerful advantages namely understanding different types of self esteem clarifying the connection between self esteem
and self control appreciating how self esteem operates in various domains of life such as work or relationships
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realizing that self esteem acts as an internal compass to help steer us in healthier directions and recognizing the
connection between authentic self esteem and basic human values featuring clinical and everyday vignettes practical
exercises aimed at enhancing personal as well as interpersonal well being and thought provoking self assessments for
the reader feeling good by doing good is a unique resource that will be of interest to mental health professionals
their clients and laypersons alike interested in substance over platitudes and feel good solutions
Power of Self Esteem 1992 by fr michel esparza we ve all been exhorted to cultivate self esteem and nurture a
positive self image that sounds appealing but we also know that god calls us to humility and many well intentioned
christians have it in the back of their minds that being humble means living their lives in a haze of discouragement
anxiety and preoccupation with their own sinfulness after all the only alternative our culture seems to offer is a
vacuous i m ok you re ok relativism the false peace that this world gives we know that can t be right so how can we
attain the peace god wants for us if we re mired in self contempt how can we spread christian joy if we don t have
any ourselves in self esteem without selfishness fr michel esparza leads the way out of this conundrum a lively sense
of a father who looks on us with delight and unconditional love together with a fearless acceptance of our own
wretchedness is the key fr esparza teaches us how to cultivate that humble self esteem which neither strays from the
truth about the person nor fosters discouragement at our failures bringing together the best of classic spiritual
wisdom and the insights of contemporary psychology he distinguishes between self esteem in the shallow pop psychology
sense and the rightly ordered self love that is anything but self centered
Feeling Good by Doing Good 2018-06-20 this compassionate book examines how women s harmful attitudes about themselves
are shaped intelligent step by step exercises help build positive attitudes and dispel fears of inadequacies
Self-Esteem Without Selfishness 2017-03-31 providing comprehensive coverage of self esteem this text presents a four
phase process identity strengths and weaknesses nurturance and maintenance which is described along with the
resistance on encounters and provides the basis for successfully enhancing self esteem interventions are outlined to
bring together theory and methods cognitive emotional and behavioral the strategies included are applicable to
several populations child teen and adult and several settings school business and community for both children and
adults this book is designed to be a textbook for courses workshops and seminars it will also serve as an excellent
resource for teachers and counselors and will be used by individuals for self improvement some key features of the
third edition are it translates theory into practice provides 107 activities with specific procedures and anticipated
outcomes relates each activity to one of four phase processes utilizes a systematic approach to enhancing self esteem
incorporates cognitive emotional and behavioral aspects of individuals
Women and Self-esteem 1984 self esteem is a concept which everybody experiences but there is conceptual confusion
between self feelings and self conceptions this book addresses the issue by replicating past studies with analysis of
original data and proposing a three factor theory of self sentiments consisting of self esteem self efficacy and self
activation
Enhancing Self Esteem 2013-10-08 the classic cognitive behavioral therapy guide to managing low self esteem the
accessible straightforward and practical books in the overcoming series outline affordable and easy to follow
treatment plans and have provided tens of thousands of readers with the help they need to overcome self defeating
behavior and lead happier lives
Self-esteem 2000 a pocket sized package of wise advice and persuasive prescriptions this collection of inspirational
quotations brings together reflections that refresh our appreciation of the good things in life and offers practical
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suggestions for renewing our commitment to the values interests and projects that bring us satisfaction and joy
Self-Esteem and Beyond 2015-04-29 demonstrates the role of self esteem in psychological health and presents six
action based practices that provide a foundation for daily life
Overcoming low self-esteem 2016 self esteem is a widely studied topic within psychology recently the connections
between self esteem and important life outcomes have been debated because studies have produced inconsistent findings
many of these inconsistencies may be due to the fact that most studies have focused on self esteem level without
incorporating other aspects of self esteem this books provides information on using the temporal stability of self
esteem to better understand feelings of self worth variations in multi dimensional physical self concept religion and
self esteem self esteem as a predictor of academic success in health professional degree students effects on the
level and relations of self esteem in the early transition to secondary school in germany the role of siblings for
children s self esteem and several other topics
Overcoming Low Self-Esteem 2009-06-23 自分 がどんどん好きになる 他人からみた 自分 ではなく 自分自身がどう思い どう感じるのか 豊かな人間関係 創造的 精神的な人生を生きたい人のための28のエ
クササイズ
Nathaniel Brandens Self-Esteem Every Day 1998-04-07 who else wants a serious dose of confidence and self esteem self
esteem troubles and confidence troubles it sucks doesnt it what if i were to tell you that there is an easy fix that
you will be able to look beyond the negative opinions of others and create a better self image you ll be able to get
to know yourself better bring out your strengths focus on them and through your mindsets and actions raise up your
self esteem and self confidence in a natural and consistent way this is designed to be practical and useful to
children teens and even adults alike this is not merely changing your mindsets through artificial means i e hypnosis
nlp techniques this is how normal people build up their self esteem and self confidence through competence
experiences self worth and successes this is a book on building character by which a good dose of self confidence and
a healthy self esteem are the by products aside from practical advice exercises will also be provided in this book
this course isn t meant to make you just feel good and learn it s designed to deliver results and change lives grab
your copy today
The Six Pillars of Self-esteem 1994 examining the thinking of great religious teachers philosophers and psychologists
the founder of one of the world s most successful forms of therapy teaches readers how to accept themselves and
others unconditionally
The Psychology of Self-esteem 1971 god esteem not self esteem summary it seems that self esteem is a household phrase
nowadays but for those who have low self esteem it s more than just a phrase it represents real pain trying to boost
your own self esteem at times is so difficult good self esteem can be very fragile people or circumstances can really
shake our feelings of self worth too often life seems to control us by shaping our feelings we all desperately want
to find approval acceptance hope and comfort life seems so hard we just want relief we all want to discover our true
value and purpose but we can t always control situations or other people so what can we do the answer lies not in
what we do but in how we think the challenge is to change how we think rather than focusing on how much we esteem
ourselves we should focus on god s esteem for us complete contentment results from considering how much he loves us
at the core of god esteem is an intimate awareness of god he who created the universe created you not by mistake but
by loving design god esteem is the knowledge that there is one who loves you unconditionally even when striving to
please others fails he loves you when everyone else rejects you or betrays you he forgives you and still loves you
when you fail or sin he demonstrated that love when he sent his only son to die for you god esteem involves an
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assurance that you have a purpose in life there is a confidence that god who esteems you so highly will take care of
you even through difficult times it s a matter of shifting focus and trusting in him shifting from self esteem to god
esteem results in relief from the hidden helpless feelings of inadequacy as yourelinquish your need to control your
self esteem and allow god to minister to you he will guide you through life trust the lord to minister to you and
heal those emotions we refer to as poor self esteem in this book you will find promises that the bible has for you as
you read them you will gain an assurance that god will complete the good work he has begun in you he is faithful and
he loves you the entire thrust of the book is to help you transform your thinking about self esteem practical
suggestions are offered to address feelings typically referred to as poor self esteem they include shift your focus
to god shift your focus to helping others be a god pleaser and not a man pleaser pray for god to reveal his will for
you and to enable you to do it work hard change your expectations expect tribulation rather than accept the popular
belief that we are all entitled to a life of complete comfort ask god to reveal your gifts and talents periodically
do a reality check look around and see that problems are all relative we all experiencing difficulties life doesn t
seem so unfair when we consider what others have to deal with our challenges in life sometimes pale in comparison to
the ordeals of others we can always find someone who is worse off welcome mistakes as opportunities to learn and grow
rather than viewing them as failures it s at those times we see god working the most
Handbook on the Psychology of Self-esteem 2014 in part i you will discoverthe hidden truths about yourself and learn
how to live up to your potential were you one of those kids in school you know which ones were you one of those kids
who had a note from the teacher on every report card that said johnny isn t living up to his potential it s funny but
did you ever think that the teacher had a rubber stamp with that phrase that she used to label every student actually
she wouldn t have been far from the truth even if she graded you today most people fail to live up to their potential
why is that life gets in the way for one thing but more importantly we have allowed ourselves to be crammed into a
mold of how other people perceive us the only way this can happen is if you have allowed others to manipulate and
define who you are it s easy to do somewhere it s written that it takes 21 days to create a habit if that s the case
then it should take 21 days to eliminate the habit right unfortunately it isn t that simple why the answer lies
somewhere in between your self image and self esteem do any of these circumstances apply to you have you become
argumentative do you give or get the silent treatment from your partner does your spouse nag is your home life in
shambles kids out of control do you feel angry all the time have set goals only to fail to meet them would you like
to laugh more are you experiencing feelings of helplessness you can take control and make huge steps toward improving
your outlook on life what you must change is not your circumstances but your self esteem in part ii you will
discoverhow you can tap into your own psyche build your self confidencethe best part is that you can learn how to do
this in 15 powerful chapters that will boost success in your personal as well as professional life quickly and easily
guaranteed can you imagine having the secrets that instantly put incredible power into your words and attitude we are
talking about the ability to persuade and inspire others easily and confidently well we are here to tell you that you
can learn the secrets and skills necessary to unlock your own personal power you will discover how to use that
powerful self confidence to exercise control over your circumstances and influence others in your personal as well as
professional life some of the most powerful tools to build your confidence and influence more customers grab more
profits and achieve new heights in your personal life as well are just a click away you ll find secrets that show you
how to conquer fear of rejection fear of loss fear of failure fear of people physical stumbling blocks re training
self talk goal settingand that s just the beginning of what you ll discover here how to improve self confidence will
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turn even the most socially challenged person into a convincing powerhouse just oozing with confidence it doesn t
matter how high or low your confidence level is right now these time tested secrets are the quickest easiest and most
reliable way to boost your confidence through the stratosphere i can t even begin to describe how powerfully these
secrets can affect your life and you can find it all here in this exciting new ebook you will discover how to
overcome the most deadly killer of confidence known to man fear how a few simple subtle changes in your posture can
increase your confidence how to set goals everyone says to do it but who teaches you how how to literally talk
yourself into success how to anticipate and overcome negative situations before they occur how to establish your
authority to convince others that you re a force to be reckoned with if you are tired of always taking a back seat to
success because of your own self imposed limitations if you are ready to instantly inspire the people around you then
you must read this book
自信を育てる心理学 2013-05-30 we all know that self esteem otherwise known as self confidence is an essential part of success
it s time you stop losing opportunities and start investing in building your self confidence and overcome self doubt
inadequate self esteem and self confidence can leave people psychologically defeated or stressed out additionally it
may lead people to make bad options fall into harmful relationships or inability to make people attain their full
potential are concerned about changing your life and achieving your goals without the obstruction of your internal
critics but with high sense of self worth and confidence this is the book for you an excessive amount of self esteem
as exhibited in narcissistic personality disorder could be off putting to others and may also harm personal
relationships self esteem levels at the extreme high and low ends of the spectrum can be dangerous so ideally you
need to strike an equilibrium somewhere in the center an authentic yet positive view of yourself is usually
considered the perfect but precisely what is self esteem where will it result from and what impact does it have on
our lives this book will give you the tools to understand self esteem self confidence and teach you the techniques to
master it effectively you will learn how to stop the negative and paralysing self talk and establish daily positive
affirmations that will impact your subconscious mind and will improve your confidence in this book you will learn the
types of self esteem and their features the methods of enhancing your self worth and many more after reading this
book you would simply be a new person with a changed heart and strong level of inner strength
The Antecedents of Self-esteem 1981 selfesteem is very important in modern and contemporary western psychology this
concept has had a profound influence on personality social psychology and crosscultural studies self esteem is an
important construct that underlies and often helps to explain human thoughts feelings and behavior this book
discusses the perspectives and influences of self esteem and provides a review on improvement strategies for those
who suffer from low self esteem
The Art & Science of How to Build Up Your Low Self Esteem & Confidence 2017-08-01 the term self esteem is used to
describe a person s overall sense of self worth or personal value in other words how much you appreciate and like
yourself self esteem can involve a variety of beliefs about yourself such as the appraisal of your appearance beliefs
emotions and behaviors self esteem can play a significant role in your motivation and success throughout your life
low self esteem may hold you back from succeeding at school or work because you don t believe yourself to be capable
of success by contrast having a healthy self esteem can help you achieve because you navigate life with a positive
assertive attitude and believe you can accomplish your goals the multiple forms of self esteem are a function of how
accurately or closely it matches an individual s measurable reality composed of the objective outcome of one s
behavior actual achievements measurable capabilities as well as one s interpersonal interactions i e the level of
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congruence between how one thinks he or she is perceived and how he or she is perceived self esteem also varies in
terms of its level of stability or the degree to which it is influenced by evaluative events or the need to match
external standards across time and situation the permutations of these sorting variables yield eight types of self
esteem optimal high fragile high accurate low fragile low non compensatory narcissism compensatory narcissism
pessimal and disorganized in this book you will read the history of self esteem self esteem across the major theories
understanding self esteem the self esteem obsession developing a measure of self esteem and much more
The Myth of Self-esteem 2005 if you don t feel good about yourself it can be difficult to reach your goals and live a
happy meaningful life you may have already read countless books on building self esteem but after a while you end up
right where you started feeling like you just aren t good enough so what are the real secrets to genuine lasting self
esteem most books on self esteem tell you that you should feel good about yourself but they don t show you how to put
self esteem into action in this book psychologist marie hartwell walker offers a groundbreaking new approach to self
esteem based in mindfulness and positive psychology this book provides practical step by step strategies and skills
to help you develop feelings of competency gain resiliency rebuild self confidence and feel good by engaging in
positive actions self confidence is more than just a way of being it s a way of doing by taking steps to solve
problems and overcome roadblocks by helping yourself and others you will learn to practice self confidence rather
than just think about it if you re ready to learn the secrets to genuine self esteem and put what you ve learned into
action this book will show you how
God Esteem, Not Self-esteem 2006-10-01 self esteem is an academic and popular phenomenon vigorously researched and
debated sometimes imbued with magical qualities other times vilified as the bane of the west s preoccupation with
self though thousands of articles have been devoted to the topic and bookshops work to feed the public s appetite for
advice on revealing enhancing and maintaining self esteem conflicting claims and findings have placed the field in
disarray in a very real sense self esteem is a victim of its own popularity this book seeks to add clarity to a
concept earlier examined by such notable self theorists as morris rosenberg but eminently worthy of re examination
and extension we do this by asking some leading thinkers on self esteem theory measurement and application to assess
what we know about self esteem and link it to important aspects of society and the human experience
My Pride & My Dignity 2019-06-25 overcoming app now available via itunes and the google play store a books on
prescription title boost your confidence and change your life for the better melanie fennell s acclaimed self help
guide will help you to understand your low self esteem and armed with this knowledge break out of the vicious circle
of negative self image learning the art of self acceptance and altering your life for the better explains the nature
of low self esteem and self destructive thinking describes what keeps low self esteem going explores how to identify
your positive qualities and gain a more balanced view of yourself contains a complete self help program and
monitoring sheets based on clinically proven techniques of cognitive behavioural therapy
Self Esteem 2021-03-02 you are one step away from learning how to build your confidence and self esteem and become
the version of yourself that you ve always wished you could become one of the critical ingredients for success in
life is confidence and a good level of self esteem without these two you can bet that you will struggle interacting
with people leading taking initiative getting stuff done trying new things and much more and in the end your career
your social life your businesses and many other facets of your life will suffer a healthy self esteem and high level
of confidence can enable you to get ahead in ways you never thought possible so if you are struggling let me ask you
some questions how much do you value yourself do you see yourself as someone who is worthless unloved incompetent or
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awkward if you feel bad about yourself it is okay don t be too hard on yourself for thinking that of yourself because
that only makes things worse and makes you sink deeper into the pit of despair in any case you are not alone in your
struggle of low self esteem as a staggering 85 of the world s population struggles with low self esteem well this is
not to make you complacent and not take action to build your confidence but to encourage you that you are not alone
others have struggled and many have emerged victorious and the good thing is that all it took was massive action to
get there what then can you do to feel good about yourself what steps can you take to stop seeking approval from
people how can you build your confidence from within this 2 in 1 set will answer the above questions and many more
here is a preview of what you will learn what self esteem and self confidence is how to destroy negative thinking
because it is the first step to not valuing yourself how to boost your self esteem especially for introverted people
who are prone to having low self esteem how to understand and take charge of your emotions steps to take to overcome
fear which is at the core of low self esteem the relationship between low self esteem and not achieving your goals
what you need to do to take action to achieve the goals you have set even when you don t feel like it effective
mechanisms that you can use to shield yourself from the negativity that exists all around us tips to help you
overcome the fear of taking the first step how to use visualization to boost your self esteem how to become the best
version of yourself and much more everything is laid out in an easy to follow structure and writing style to ensure
you move from having a low self esteem to having high self esteem seamlessly and without going back to your old self
if you want to build your self esteem and confidence and start believing in the greatness that lies within but is
untapped then click buy now with 1 click or buy now to get started
Self-esteem 2016 psychotherapist nathaniel branden shares personal stories and intimate accounts of how women
struggling with issues of self esteem have transformed themselves and created lives that are powerful and motivated
THE SELF-ESTEEM WORKBOOK 2020-11-18 in this original and thought provoking guide lynda field shows how to recognise
and alter your negative self beliefs by using a mixture of visualization techniques positive affirmations and her
unique five step programme for change lynda gives women the chance to change their lives forever learn how to throw
away negative patterns from the past understand how to succeed in love assert yourself in the workplace discover how
to enjoy your personal power develop your skills as a mother with high self esteem self esteem for women is essential
reading for everyone who wants to transform herself for the better
Unlocking the Secrets of Self-Esteem 2015-02-02 you are more than you think with this evidence based guide you ll
learn to break free from the self critical stories you ve created about yourself and develop the self compassion and
self acceptance you need to reach your full potential we all have stories we ve created about ourselves some of them
positive and some of them negative if you suffer from low self esteem your story may include these types of
narratives i m a failure i ll never be able to do that or if only i were smarter or more attractive i could be happy
ironically at the end of the day these narratives are your biggest roadblocks to achieving happiness and living the
life you deserve so how can you break free from these stories once and for all grounded in evidence based acceptance
and commitment therapy act this workbook offers a step by step program to help you break free from self doubt learn
to accept yourself and your faults identify and cultivate your strengths and reach your full potential you ll also
discover ways to take action and move toward the life you truly want even when these actions trigger self doubt
finally you ll learn to see yourself in all your complexity with kindness and compassion
Extending Self-Esteem Theory and Research 2001-08-13 first published in 2010 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company
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Overcoming Low Self-Esteem, 1st Edition 2009-07-01 this practcal self help book reveals how the ravages of faulty
beliefs about self can be reversed enabling the reader to develop a firm belief in his or her attributes
accomplishments and abilities through a series of exercises and case studies it provides strategies for building self
esteem it will help readers set clear goals and work steadily towards them it is also a valuable handbook for those
who work in healthcare and counselling
Self Esteem 2021-02-16
A Woman's Self-Esteem 1998-10-02
Self-Esteem For Women 2011-04-30
The Mindfulness and Acceptance Workbook for Self-Esteem 2020-09-01
Self-esteem Across the Lifespan 2010
Enhancing Self-esteem & Achievement 1982
Building self esteem 2014-03-20
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